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ABSTRACT 
Let G be a graph with minimum vertex degree p >/ 1. Let B = D + A, where D 
is the diagonal matrix of vertex degrees and A is the adjacency matrix of G. The 
multiplicity of the integer root p of per(xI - B) is characterized. For bipartite 
graphs, this characterization extends to per(xI - L), where L = D - A is the Lapla- 
clan matrix of G. For graphs with unrestricted vertex degrees, bounds are obtained on 
the multiplicities of integer oots of the permanental nd characteristic polynomials of 
both L and B 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION 
We shall consider, unless specified otherwise, undirected graphs without 
loops or multiple edges, with vertex set V = V(G) = {v 1 . . . . .  v n} and edge 
set E = E(G)= {e 1 . . . . .  em}. The adjacency matrix of G is the matrix 
A =A(G)=[aij],  where aij = 1 if v~ and vj are adjacent, and aij=O 
otherwise. 
Let v be a vertex of G. The set of neighbors of v, i.e., the set of vertices 
adjacent o v, is denoted by Fa(v), or F(v), and IF(v)l = d(v) is said to be 
the degree of vertex v ([ I denotes cardinality). The minimum degree of the 
vertices of G is denoted by ~(G). I f  X ___ V, F (X)  is the set of vertices which 
are adjacent o at least one vertex of X. 
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G[ X ] and G[ X, Y ] denote, respectively, the subgraph induced by X, and 
the induced bipartite subgraph of classes X and Y (X ,Y  c V). A linear 
subgraph is a subgraph whose components are single edges or circuits. 
If M = [mij] is an n X n matrix and ~ c {1,2 . . . . .  n}, then M[~]  
denotes the principal submatrix of M that lies in the rows and columns 
indexed by ~. 
Among the polynomials that can be associated with a graph, we are 
concerned with the characteristic and the permanental polynomials of the 
matrices L=L(G)=D-A  and B =B(G)=D+A,  where D=D(G)  
= diag(d(v 1) . . . . .  d(vn)). 
The matrix L has been studied by several authors. Results on the 
eigenvalues of L can be found in [6, 9-11]. The occurrence of integer roots 
of the permanental and characteristic polynomials of L and B has been 
considered in [2], [3], and [4]. Here we characterize the multiplicity of integer 
roots p (p i> 1) of per(xI - B) and, for bipartite graphs, of per(xI - L). 
For arbitrary graphs, we establish lower bounds on the multiplicity of the 
integer roots of the permanental nd characteristic polynomials of L and B. 
Since per (x I -  B) and per (B -  xI) have the same roots, we shall use 
per(B - xI) when it is more convenient. The labeling of the vertices of G is 
irrelevant, since the permanental polynomial is preserved under permutation 
similarity. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Let per(xI - A) = x n - axx ~-1 + a2x ~-2 . . . .  +(-1)ha ,  be the per- 
manental polynomial of the adjacency matrix of the graph G. It is known that 
per A = a, 4:0 iff G has a spanning linear subgraph [7, p. 278]. On the 
other hand, a theorem by Tutte states that G has a spanning linear subgraph 
if and only if I F(X)I >/IXI for all independent sets of vertices X [5, p. 216]. 
From this theorem we can draw the following consequence: 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a graph, and V' c V. There is a linear 
subgraph in G, covering (at least) the vertices of V', if and only if 
IF(X)I >t IXl for aU independent sets X c V'. 
Proof. Let G 1 = G[V' k) I'(V')], and let C be a eover of V' by single 
edges or circuits. Then there exists a spanning linear subgraph in G], where 
G] is the following graph. G' 1 has all the vertices and edges of G 1 plus a copy 
of all the vertices of G 1 not covered by C, connected by an edge to their 
originals. Therefore, by Tutte's theorem, for all independent sets of vertices 
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X, X c V(G'I), we have IF(X)l ~ IXl, and in particular, for all independent 
sets of vertices X, X c V' c V(G'x), we have IF(X)I >/IXl. 
Let us consider now that for all independent sets of vertices X, X _ V', 
we have IF(X)I >t IXl, and let G'~ be as follows: G'~ has all the vertices and 
edges of G 1, and two copies of all the vertices of F(V') \ V', connected so 
that each vertex of F(V') \ V' together with its copies forms a triangle. 
The set V(G'~) can be thought of as the disjoint reunion of two sets: 
V 1 = V' and V2 = (F(V') \ V') O V s, V 3 being the set of vertices which are 
copies of the vertices of F(V') \ V'. For all independent sets X l and X 2 in 
V 1 and V 2, respectively, we have 
Ir(x~)l >~lxl I,
IF(X~)[ = 21X21 Jr N ~lX=l, 
where N >i 0 is the number of neighbors of X 2 N [F(V') \ V'] that are not 
in g3. 
Now, let X be an independent set of vertices X c__ V(G~). Then X is the 
disjoint union of X 1 and Xz, where X 1 and X 2 are independent sets in V 1 
and V2, respectively. Thus 
Ir(x)l =IF(x1 w x~)l =lr(xoI +lr(x~)l - I r (xo n r(x2)l 
~lx l  I+ 21x~l + N -IF(X1) n r(x2)l .  
Since F(X l) and F(X 2) only intersect outside V s, and the number of 
neighbors of the vertices of X 2 that are not in V 3 cannot exceed ]X~] + N, it 
follows that 
Ir(x)l >~lx, I +Ix21 =lxl 
for all independent sets X, X c_ V(G~). And so by Tutte's theorem there is a 
spanning linear subgraph in G'~, and consequently there is a linear subgraph 
that covers (at least) the vertices of V'. • 
Let us suppose now that G is such that 8(G) >1 p (p >1 1). Consider the 
matrix B, and let us see under what conditions per(B - pI) ~ O. If 8(G) > 
p, it is obvious that per(B - pI) > 0. So let us suppose that 8(G) = p. The 
matrices A and B - pI are both nonnegative, and they are different only in 
the diagonal entries corresponding to vertices with degree greater than p. If 
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G has a spanning linear subgraph, per A ~ 0 and so per(B - pl )  ~ O. If G 
does not have a spanning linear subgraph, then per A = 0. Let us consider a
nonzero term of B-  pl, I i  n i=lbicr(i), where o" is a permutation of 
{1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, and decompose or into disjoint cycles. The cycles of or corre- 
spond to circuits (cycles of length greater an 2), edges (cycles of length 2), 
and vertices of degree greater than p (cycles of length 1). We can conclude 
that G has a linear subgraph covering the vertices of degree p. Conversely, if
there is such a subgraph of G, it is easy to see how to construct apermutation 
or such that the corresponding term of B - pI is nonzero. Thus, we can state 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a graph such that 8(G) >1 p. Then per(B - 
pI) ~ 0 if  and only if  8(G) > p or 8(G) = p and G has a linear subgraph 
covering (at least) the vertices with degree p. 
Using analogous reasoning, we can decide whether or not the permanent 
of an n × n nonnegative symmetric matrix M = [mij] is zero. We associate 
with M a graph G M with n vertices {v 1 . . . . .  vn}, where v i and vj are adjacent 
if mij ~ 0, and v i and vj are not adjacent if m i, = 0. Note that this graph 
may have loops, corresponding to nonzero diagonal entries. Reasoning as 
before, we can say that per M ~ 0 if and only if G M has a linear subgraph 
covering the vertices without loops, i.e., the vertices of G M corresponding to
zero diagonal entries. 
Combining the Frobenius-KSnig theorem [8, p. 31] with Proposition 2.1, 
Theorem 2.2, and the previous observations, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let M be an n × n nonnegative symmetric matrix, G M 
the graph associatbd to M, and V o the set of vertices of G M without loops. 
The following are equivalent: 
(1) perM=0.  
(2) There is an s X t zero submatrix in M such that s + t = n + 1. 
(3) There is not a linear subgraph in G M covering the vertices of V o. 
(4) There is an independent set X c V o such that I X I > I F(X)I. 
3. INTEGER PERMANENTAL ROOTS OF B AND L 
Let Vp be the set of vertices of degree p of G, and W__.Vp an 
independent set of vertices. We say that G[W, F(W)] is a p-pendant 
structure of G if IWI > IF(W)I. We call IWI - IF(W)I the deficiency of the 
p-pendant structure and represent i by def G[W, F(W)]. If G has p-pen- 
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dant structures, let r = max{IWI - IF(W)I:G[W,F(W)} is a p-pendant 
structure}. A p-pendant structure is maximum if its deficiency is r. The 
deficiency of a maximum p-pendant structure is zero if for all W c Vp, 
IWl < IF(W)I or if V e = O. I f  p = 1, the deficiency of a maximum 1-pen- 
dant structure of G is what is defined in [2] as the star degree of G. 
EXAMPLE 3.1. Let G be as shown in Figure 1. The subgraphs of 
G--G[{v 1, vz}, {vl0}], and G[{v 1, v 2, v 3, v4}, {vl0, vt l}] - -  are 1-pendant struc- 
tures of deficiencies 1 and 2, respectively. The star degree of G is 2. A 
2-pendant structure of deficiency 1 is G[{v 6, v 7, v 8, vg}, {vlo, v11, vl~}], and a 
maximum 2-pendant structure (of deficiency 2) is G[{v 5, v 6, v 7, v 8, Vg}, {vl0, 
v11, vl~}]. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let G be an undirected graph, without loops or multiple 
edges, such that 6(G) ~ p. Then the multiplicity of the root p of per(B - xI) 
is equal to the deficiency of a maximum p-pendant structure of G. 
Proof. Let Vp be the set of vertices of G of degree p, and G[W, F(W)]  
a maximum p-pendant structure of deficiency r. 
I f  r = 0, we want to prove that p is a root of per(B - xI) of multiplicity 
zero, i.e., p does not occur as a root of per(B -x I ) ,  or equivalently, 
per(B - pI) --/: O. We can have two different situations: (1) Vp = 0 ,  or (2) 
Vp :# O and for all independent sets W c V., IWl < F(W)I. In both cases 
the result follows immediately from Proposition 2.3. 
Let r > 0. We shall prove that p is a root of per(B - xI) of multiplicity 
r, by proving that zero is a root of per((B - pI) - xI) of multiplicity r. Let 
per((B - pI) - xI) = b n - bn_ lx  -b "'" -F ( - -1 )nx  n. Since b i (i = 1 . . . . .  n) 
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is equal to the sum of the permanents of the principal i × i submatrices of 
B - pI, we shall prove first that for i = n, n - 1 . . . . .  n - ( r  - 1) all these 
principal submatrices have zero permanent, It is obvious from Proposition 2.3 
that per (B -p I )=O.  Let us consider the ( ~! principal submatrices of 
B -p I ,  (B -pI)[a] ,  a__{1,2 . . . . .  n}, Ic~l= -k ,  k = 1,2 . . . . .  r -  1. 
Let V" be the set of vertices of G indexed by a. We shall associate to each 
(B - pI)[ot] a graph G(B_,I)[, l (as we did in Section 2) whose vertex set is 
t"  
V'~. These graphs may have loops, corresponding to vertices that have degree 
greater than p in G. Let Vp denote the set ofvertieces of G(B_pt)[al without 
loops. There does not exist, in each G(B_pl)[a], a linear subgraph covering 
Vp, since there is an indeoendent set of vertices W"  c V", W"  = W n V ", j .  - -  p 
such that IW~l > II'(W")l [IW~l - IF(W")I -- IW n V"I - IF(W) n w~l t> 
r - k, k = 1 . . . . .  r - 1], and therefore the permanent of all the submatrices 
(B - p I ) [a ]  is zero, and the multiplicity of the root p of per(B - xl) is 
greater than or equal to r. ' 
It remains to prove that the multiplicity is exactly r, i.e., there is at least 
one principal submatrix of B-  pI of order n - r  whose permanent is 
different from zero. It is not difficult to see that there is a matching M with 
IF(W)I edges [5, p. 17]. Let (B - pI)[/3], /3 _ {1,2 . . . . .  n}, 1/31 = n - r, be 
the submatrix obtained by eliminating the r rows and the corresponding 
columns that correspond in the graph G to the r vertices not covered by M. 
To this submatrix we associate a graph G* = G(B_pl)[ B] with vertex set V t~. 
The set of vertices of G* corresponding to zero diagonal entries is repre- 
sented by Vp ~. There is in G* a linear subgraph H covering the vertices of 
Vfl: the vertices of W n V/~ and of F(W) n V # are covered by M, and for 
all independent sets X ___ Vp ~ in G*[V*], V* = V~\[ (W n V ~) u (F(W) 
n v~]. Ixl ~< IFG*tv.I(X)I, and so there is a linear subgraph H covering the 
vertices of Vp ~ in G*[V*]. In fact, if there were an independent set Y _c V f  
in G*[V*] such that IYI > IFc.tv.l(Y)l, then G[W, F(W)] would not be a 
maximum p-pendant structure, since G[W U Y, F(W U Y)] would have 
deficiency greater than r. Thus H is the union of M and H',  and so 
per(B - pI)[ fl ] ~ O. • 
Since for bipartite graphs per(B - xI) = per(L - xI) [2, p. 262], we can 
state 
THEOREM 3.3. Let G be a bipartite graph such that 8(G) >1 p. The 
multiplicity of the root p of per(L -x I )  is equal to the deficiency of a 
maximum p-pendant structure of G. 
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If we consider arbitrary graphs, we can establish, using the same argu- 
ments as in Theorem 3.2 (or any equivalent argument stated in Proposition 
2.3), a lower bound for the multiplicity of the root p. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let G be a graph 
(i) The multiplicity of root p of per(S -x I )  and of per (L -  xI) is 
greater than or equal to the deficiency of a maximum p-pendant structure of 
G ,p>~l .  
(ii) I f  p = 1, the multiplicity of the root 1 of per(B - xI )--and, if G is 
a bipartite, of per (L -  x I ) - -  is equal to the deficiency of a maximum 
1-pendant structure. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let G~ be 
\ /  
and G 2 be 
\ !  
/ \ .  
The multiplicities of the root 2 of per(B(G l) - xI) and of per(L(G 1) - 
xI) are, respectively, 1 and 2. In G 2, the multiplicity of 1 as a root of the 
permanental polynomials of B and L is 1. 
4. THE ROOT 2 
If the restriction 8(G) >/p is not imposed, we lose (except in the case 
p = 1) the nonnegativity of B - pI, and the multiplicity of the root p of 
per(B - xI), and of per(L - xI) for bipartite graphs, is no longer character- 
ized by the deficiency of a maximum p-pendant structure. Now, we consider 
graphs with vertices of degree 1, and study the existence and multiplicity of 
the root 2 in the permanental polynomials of B and L. 
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Let G be a graph, with vertex set V(G) = {v 1 . . . . .  v,}, and let G # be the 
graph obtained from G in the following way: V(G ~) = V(G) U {vn+ 1}, and 
G * has all the edges of G plus one edge connecting v,+l to an arbitrary 
vertex of G. 
LEMMA 4.1. 
(i) per(B(G #) - 21) = -per(B(G) - 2•). 
(ii) per(21 - L(G#)) = per(21 - L(G)). 
Proof. 
adjacent to /)n" We can decompose B(G ~) - 21 as follows: 
(i): We can suppose, without loss of generality, that v,+ 1 is 
B(G)  -21  
o 
0 
0 
I ° 
0 
o ] 
1 1 
1 -1  
/3 (c* )  - 2 t  = 
Using the formula for the permanent of the sum of two matrices [8, p. 18], 
the result follows. 
(ii): The matrices B(G #) -21  and 2 I -  L(G #) have the same off 
diagonal entries and symmetric diagonal entries. So the result follows as in (i). 
Consequently, we have 
COROLLARY 4.2. 
(i) 2 is a root of per(B(G #) -x I )  if and only if 2 is a root of 
per(B(G) - xI). 
(ii) 2 is a root of per (x / -L (G~))  if and only if 2 is a root of 
per (x / -  L(G)). 
Let G again be an arbitrary graph, and let G* be the subgraph of G 
induced by the set of vertices of degree greater than or equal to 2. It follows 
directly from Lemma 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 that 
THEOREM 4.3. 
(i) 2 is a root of per(B(G) - xl)  if and only if 2 is a root of per(B(G*) 
- x I ) .  
(ii) 2 is a root of per(xI - L(G)) if and only if 2 is a root of per(xI - 
L(G*)). 
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The subgraph of G induced by the vertices of degree greater than or 
equal to 2 is the graph obtained from G by deleting all the pendant vertices 
(vertices of degree 1). This new graph may again have pendant vertices. We 
can consider again, the subgraph of this new graph induced by the vertices of 
degree greater than or equal to 2, and repeat this procedure until the 
resulting raph is a graph whose vertices have degree greater than or equal to 
2 or, if G is a graph without circuits ( a forest F), a direct sum of K2 or a 
trivial graph. In this last case, we have, by Lemma 4.1, 
per (B(F)  - 2 I )  : ( -1 ) "2  k and per(2I - L(F ) )  : 2 k, 
where k is the number of components of F and n = IV(F)I. 
So the existence of a root 2 of per(B(G) - xI) and, for bipartite graphs, 
of per(xI - L(G)) is determined for all graphs. It remains to determine its 
multiplicity. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let G be a graph such that ~(G) ~ 2, and let G # be 
defined as before. 
(i) The multiplicity of the root 2 of per(B(G #) -x I )  is equal to the 
multiplicity of the root 2 of per(B(G) - xI). 
(ii) If G is bipartitie, the multiplicity of the root 2 of per(xI - L(G#)) is 
equal to the multiplicity of the root 2 of per(xI - L(G)). 
Proof. (i): We can suppose that v,+ 1 is adjacent to v,. Let 
per( (B(G)  - 2 I )  - xI) = b, - bn_lx + b,_ zx e . . . .  - ] - ( - -1 )nx  n 
and 
ver((B(G #) - 2 I )  - xI) = b'n+ l - b'nx + b'n_lx 2 . . . .  "~-(--1)n+lx n+l 
Let us consider the principal submatrices of B(G #) - 21, (B(G #) - 
21)[/3], /3_ {1,2 . . . . .  n + 1}, 1/31 =(n + 1) - i ,  i=  1 ,2 , . . . , r  (r<~n - 
4). 
There is 3+ _ {1, 2 . . . . .  n - 1} such that 
(B (G - 2 I ) [ /3 ]  = - 2 I ) [3+] ,  /3 = 3+, 
or  
- 21) [  - 
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(B (G)  - 21)[3, U {n}] 
0 °1+ 0 0 0 o 1, 1 
(B (G)  - £I)[Y U {n}] 
0 
(B (G)  - 2 I ) [y ]  0 
0 0 
0 
0 
+ 
0 
+ 
1 
0 1 
o_o], 
0 1 
~= ~,u {n}, 
~= ~,u {n,n + 1}, 
/3= yU {n+ 1}. 
Thus 
t 
b(n+l)_ i = E per(B(G #) - 21)[/3] 
/3_c{1 . . .n+ I} 
1/31=(n+ 1) - i  
)". per(B(G) - £ I ) [y ]  
-yc [1 . . . . .  n - 1} 
b , l=(n+ 1) - i  
+ E 
T_C {1 . . . . .  n -- I} 
Iv l=(n+ 1) - i -1  
per(B(G) - 2 I ) [y  U {n}] 
+ E 
"~G{1 . . . . .  n - 1} 
h , l=(n+ 1) - i -  1 
per(B(G) - 21)[3,] 
E per(B(C) - 9.I)[y U {n}] 
3,_c {1 . . . . .  n - 1} 
b / l=(n  + 1) - i -2  
E per(B(G) - 21)[),]. 
~___ {1 ..... n - 1} 
Iz, l=(n+ D-i-  1 
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Therefore, 
b~n+l)_ i = b(n+l )_  i ~] per (B(G)  - 2 I ) [~/U  {n}]. 
3' c {1 . . . . .  n - 1} 
13,1=(n+ 1) - i -2  
I f  2 is a root of per(B(G) -x I )  of multiplicity r ( r  >/ 1), we have 
bo_ i = O, i = O, 1 . . . . .  r - 1, and  bn_ r ~ O. So b(n+l)_ i = 0, i = 1 . . . . .  r, 
and 
~] per (B(G)  - 2 I ) [~/U  {n}] = 0, 
~/c{1 . . . . .  n - 1} 
h,l=(n + 1)- i -2 
i=1  . . . . .  r -1 .  
Consequently b~ n + 1) -  i = 0 ,  i = 1 . . . .  r - 1. Since b'~ + 1 = 0 iff b,, = 0 
(Corollary 4.2), 
b~,+l)_ ~ = 0, i = 0, 1 . . . . .  r - 1, 
which means that 2 is a root of per(B(G #) - x I )  of multiplicity greater than 
or equal to r. 
Now let us consider b' (n+l)-r" S ince  b(n+l)_ r = 0 ,  
b~n + 1)- r E per (B(G)  - 2 I ) [7  U {n}]. 
3,c_{1 . . . . .  n -  1} 
h'l=(n + 1)-r -2 
In order to have b~n + 1)- r ~ 0, bearing in mind that all the submatrices of 
B(G)  - 21  are nonnegative, there must be at least one submatrix (B (G)  - 
21)[3, U {n}] whose permanent is different from zero. The proof of  Theorem 
3.2 explicitly indicated one submatrix of B(G)  - 2 I  whose permanent is 
different from zero, and it is not hard to see that such a submatrix exists 
among the (B (G)  - 21)[3, U {n}]: if v n is a vertex of degree 2 belonging to a 
2-pendant structure, it suffices to take a matching M that covers vn and then 
the corresponding submatrix: if v, is any other vertex, the submatrix indi- 
cated in the proof always includes the row and the column corresponding to 
t~n. 
(ii): The result follows from the equality, for bipartite graphs, of per(B - 
x I )  and per(L - x I ) ,  and from the fact that per(L - x I )  and  per (x I  - L )  
share the same roots. • 
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If we had considered, not a graph G such that 8(G) >/2, but an arbitrary 
graph G, and G # defined as before, we could conclude, using the same 
arguments as in the proof of Theorem 4.4, that the multiplicities of the root 2 
of per(B(G #) - xI) and of per(xI - L(G#)) are greater than or equal to, 
respectively, the multiplicities of the root 2 of per (B(G) -  xI) and of 
per(xI - L(G)). But, since the submatrices of B(G) - 2I  and of 21 - L(G) 
are no longer nonnegative, we cannot draw conclusions on the equality of the 
multiplicities. In fact, in going from G to G #, the multiplicity of 2 sometimes 
increases and sometimes stays the same. 
TItEORE~a 4.5. Let G be an arbitrary graph, and G* the subgraph of G 
induced by the vertices of degree greater than or equal to 2. Then the 
multiplicities of the root 2 of per(B(G) - xI) and of per(XI - L(G)) are 
greater than or equal to the multiplicities of the root 2 of per(B(G*) - xI) 
and of per(xI - L(G* )), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 4.6. Let us consider the graphs 
GI: 
/\ 
The permanental polynomials of B(G1), L(G1), B(G2), and L(G 2) both 
have root 2 of multiplicity 1, whereas the multiplicity of the root 2 of 
per(B(G 3) - xI) and of per(xI - L(G3)) is 2. 
5. INTEGER EIGENVALUES OF L AND B 
The statements of Theorem 3.4 (i) also hold for the characteristic polyno- 
mial. 
TI-IEOREM 5.1. Let G be a graph. The multiplicity of the root p of 
det(L - xI ) and of det(B - xI ) is greater than or equal to the deficiency of 
a maximum p-pendant structure. 
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We can, in certain cases, improve the lower bound provided by the 
deficiency of a maximum p-pendant structure, generalizing the concept of 
star degree of a graph. Let Vp be the set of vertices of degree p of G, and 
U G Vp an independent set of vertices. If the induced bipartite subgraph 
G[U, F(U)] is a complete bipartite graph, it is called a p-pendant star. The 
degree of a p-pendant star G[U, F(U)] is IuI - 1, and we define the p-star 
degree of G as the sum of the degrees of all its maximal p-pendant stars. If 
there are no p-pendant stars in G, or if Vp = 0 ,  then the p-star degree of G 
is zero. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let G be a graph. The multiplicity of the root p of 
deft L - xI ) and of det(B - xI ) is greater than or equal to the p-star degree 
of G. 
Proof. Let G be a graph with k p-pendant stars G[U i, F(Ui)], i=  
1 . . . . .  k, of degrees s 1 - 1, s 2 - 1 . . . . .  s k - 1, respectively. The p-star de- 
gree of G is s = ~/k= l(si _ 1). With an appropriate labeling of the vertices of 
G, we have 
L = 
P 
0 
-1  . . . .  1 
-1  . . . .  1 
P 
P 
P 
0 
. -1  . . . .  1 
• -1  . . . .  1 
-1  . . . .  1 
: 
-1  . . . .  1 
-1  . . . .  1 
0 " " 
-1  . . . .  1 
where the blocks with all entries equal to - 1 have s i rows (columns) and p 
columns (rows), i = 1, 2 . . . . .  k. Because the sets F(U/) need not be disjoint, 
this partitioned form need not be achievable simultaneously for all maximal 
p-pendant stars. However, this does not affect the argument that follows. 
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Associated with the eigenvalue p, we can construct s linearly indepen- 
dent eignvectors. Corresponding to the first p-pendant star, we have s 1 - 1 
eigenvectors [1, 0 . . . . .  0, - 1, 0 . . . . .  0] r, where - 1 is in the rth coordinate, 
r = 2 . . . . .  s 1. Corresponding to the ith p-pendant star, i = 2 . . . . .  k, we 
have s i - 1 eigenvectors [0 . . . . .  0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0, - 1, 0 , . . . ,  0] r, where 1 is in 
the (1 + ~j~-Isj)th coordinate and -1  is in the rth coordinate, r = 2 + 
~ ~sj . . . . .  ~,~ ffilsj. Therefore p is an eigenvalue of L of multiplicity greater 
than or equal to s. 
It remains to observe that the same eigenvectors work for B. • 
A p-pendant star of degree greater than or equal to p is also a 
p-structure of deficiency greater than or equal to 1. In this case, the degree of 
a p-star gives a better bound for the multiplicity of p. 
EXAMFLE 5.3. Let G = K4, 3" This graph has a 3-pendant star of degree 
3 (which is also a 3-structure of deficiency 1) and a 4-pendant star of degree 2
(which is not a 4-pendant structure). Thus by Theorem 5.2, 3 and 4 are 
eigenvalues of L (and of B) of multiplicity greater than or equal to 3 and 2, 
respectively. 
EXAMPLE 5.4. Let G be 
In this case the deficiency of a maximum 2-structure (equal to 2) gives a 
better bound than the 2-star degree of G (equal to 1). 
Using together p-pendant structures and p-pendant stars, we can im- 
prove the lower bound provided by each one separately. 
Let G[W, F(W)] be a p-pendant structure. We say that G[W, F(W)] is a 
special p-pendant structure if for all w, y ~ W we have F(w) ~ F(y). In 
other words, a p-structure is special if it does not contain a p-star of degree 
greater than or equal to 1 as a subgraph. A special p-structure is maximum if 
its deficiency is r' = max{IWl- IF(W)I:G[W, F(W)] is a special p-struc- 
ture}. 
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TrtEOREM 5.5. Let G be a graph on n vertices. The multiplicity of p as a 
root of deft L - xI ) and of det( B - xI ) is greater than or equal to the sum 
of the p-star degree of G with the deficiency of a maximum special p-struc- 
ture. 
Before proving Theorem 5.5, let us see that the sum of the p-star degree 
of G and the deficiency of a maximum special p-structure is greater than or 
equal to the degree of a maximum p-structure of G (it is obvious that it is 
greater than or equal to the p-star degree of G). 
LEMMA 5.6. The sum of the p-star degree of G and the deficiency of a 
maximum special p-structure is greater than or equal to the deficiency of a 
maximum p-structure of G. 
Proof. Let G[W, F(W)] be a maximum p-pendant structure of deft- 
ciency r = IWl - IF (W) I .  
If for all wl ,w 2 ~ W we have F(w 1) ~ F(w2), then the maximum 
p-structure is also a maximum special p-structure, and the result follows. 
Otherwise, let us define in W an equivalence relation ~ : w I ~ w 2 if 
and only if F(w 1) = F(w2), w 1, w 2 ~ W. Thus W is partitioned into the 
disjoint union of equivalence classes W l . . . . .  W t, W 1 U "" U W t = W, W~ f'l 
W, = O for i, j = 1 . . . .  , t, i :/: j. Let us assume, without loss of generality, 
that IW~l >/2, i 1 . . . .  k. Thus, G[U~, F(U~)], i = 1 . . . . .  k, are p-pendant 
stars of degree IWil- 1, i = 1 . . . . .  k. Denoting U = U ~=iWi, the p-star 
degree of G[W, F(W)] is equal to E,k~ I(IW, I - 1) = IUI - k and is obviously 
less than or equal to the p-star degree of G. 
LetW'=(W\U ~)U{w 1 . . . . .  wk},wherew 1 ~W 1 . . . . .  w k ~W k.The 
subgraph G[W', F(W)] is a special p-structure of deficiency r '=  IW ' l -  
IF(W)I if IW'I >/F(W)I, and r' = 0 if IW'l < IF(W)I. In any case r' >i IW'l 
- IF(W)I, and r' is less than or equal to the deficiency of a maximum special 
p-structure of G. Therefore 
( p-star degree of G) + (def of a maximum special p-structure) 
>t ( p-star degree of G[W, F(W)] )  + clef G[W',  F(W)]  
 IUI - k +lW'l  - I r (w) l  
=lu l -  k + lw l - lu l  + k - I F (w) I  = r .  [] 
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Proof  o f  Theorem 5.5. Let  G[W,  F(W)] be a maximum special p-pen- 
dant structure of deficiency r. Let W' be the set of vertices of W that also 
belong to some p-star, i.e., W'  = {w ~ W I 3v  ~ V(G): F(w) = F(v)}. Let 
G[U/, F(U/)], i = 1 . . . . .  k, be the p-pendant stars of G, and let us suppose, 
without loss of generality, that U~ A W'  = 0 ,  i = 1 . . . . .  t ( t  <<, k),  U~ A W'  
= {us} ,  i = t + 1 . . . . .  k. We shall order the vertices of G in the following 
way: (1) the vertices of U~, i = 1 . . . . .  t; (2) the vertices of U / \  {ui}, i = t + 
1 . . . . .  k; (3) the vertices of W'  (ut+ 1 . . . . .  uk); (4) the vertices of W \ W';  
(5) the vertices of F(U 1 U ... U U k U W); (6) the remaining vertices of G. 
With this ordering, L has the form shown in Figure 2, where A has p entries 
equal to - 1 in each row and all the other entries zero, and has IF(W \ W')I 
nonzero columns. 
As in the proof of Theorem 5.3, the blocks with all the entries equal to 
- 1 need not be as they are presented in the matrix above. However this is 
not relevant in what follows. 
{ 
IUt+l I-] { 
IUk I-1 { 
iwr [ 
i 
i 
I 
i 
a 
i 
i 
t '0 i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
M 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
i 
_ . . .  
o 
IP'" P 
A 
, P 
i .% 
i 
i 
i 
i 
r i . i • i , P 
i i r 
i i i 
i U i i 
i i i 
i i i 
i 
, I I  
i 
I j" -1  . . . .  ] -1  . . . .  i 
0 
P 
P 
0 
P 
%, 
P 
0 
A T 
0 
FIG. 2. 
-1  . . . .  1 0 
I-1 .... 11 
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The multiplicity of p as an eigenvalue of L is equal to the dimension of 
the null space of L - p I ,  A / (L  - p I ) .  Using elementary row and columns 
operations, we can transform L - p I  to (L  - p ly  of the form shown in 
Figure 3. 
Denoting by L 1, L 2, and L 3 the submatrices of (L  - p ly  lying, respec- 
tively, in the n 1 columns corresponding to the vertices of U i, i = 1 . . . . .  t, and 
of U i \ {ui}, i = t + 1 . . . . .  k; in the n 2 columns corresponding to the vertices 
of W; and in the n 3 columns corresponding to the remaining vertices of G, 
we have 
rank( L - p I )  = rank L 1 + rank L~ + rank L 3 
and 
rank L 1 = t,  rank L~  <lr(w)l, rank L 3 ~< n 3. 
0 
"'. 0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 0 
Ir 
0 
0 
0 
0 
IIw, I 
0 
0... 
0 
A1T 
FIG. 3. 
o [ llw, I 
0 
0 
A1 
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Therefore 
dim.A/'( L - p I )  = n - rank( L - p I )  
(nl + "2 + n3) - (t + l r (w) l  + "3)- 
Since n I = ~]ti=llUil-t- ~t+l ( lU i l -  1), 
k 
n 1 -- t = ~] (IGI - 1) = p-star degree of G. 
i=1 
From n 2 = [W[, it follows that n 2 - IF(W)I = defG[W, F(W)]. So 
d im~(L  - p I )  >>. ( p-star degree of G) + def G[W, F (W)] ,  
i.e., the multiplicity of p as an eigenvalue of L is greater than or equal to the 
p-star degree of G plus the deficiency of a maximum special p-structure. 
Similarly we could conclude that the multiplicity of the eigenvalue p of B 
is greater than or equal to the p-star degree of G plus the deficiency of a 
maximum special p-structure of G. • 
EXAMPLE 5.7. Let G be 
V 2 
% 
v 3 v 4 v~ v 6 v 7 
V10 VI1 V12 Vla 
The subgraph G[{vl,  v2, vz, v4, vs}, {Vs, v9, Vlo, vu}] is a maximal 2-structure 
of deficiency 1, and is also a special 2-structure. Thus, the lower bound 
provided by the sum of the deficiency of a special 2-structure (equal to 1) and 
the degree of a 2-pendant star of G (equal to 1) is better than the lower 
bounds provided individually by the deficiency of the 2-structure and the 
degree of the 2-star. 
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Even in graphs with no p-pendant structures or stars, it may be possible 
to construct eigenvectors of L(G)  and B(G)  that afford the eigenvalue p. 
THEOREM 5.8. Let G be a graph on n vertices and Vp the set of vertices 
of  G of  degree p. I f  there are vertices vi ,  v, . . . . .  v~ ~ V~ such that 
1 2 2r  I ~ 
F(v , )~F(v  0=~,  l~ j  <k  ~<r, F (v i )OF(v~k)=~,  r+ l~<j  <k  ~< 
2r, Jand F({vt~ . . . . .  v~)) = F({v~÷~ . . . . .  v~J }), then p is an eigenvalue of L 
and of B. 
Proof. We can order the vertices of U in the following way: 
v~, v t , . . . ,  v~ are the first r vertices; v~ , . . . .  ~, are the next r vertices; 
the neighbors of vq, % . . . . .  vi2~ are, respectively, v~+l  . . . .  , v~r+p . . . . .  
vz~+(~_l) p . . . . .  v2r+~ p. The remaining vertices of G are ordered arbitrarily. 
With this ordering, we have 
L 
P 
- i  
-1  
- I  
- i  
P 
A r 
-1  . . . .  1 0 
. . .  
0 -1  . . . .  1 
0 
where A is an r × rp submatrix with exactly one entry equal to - 1 in each 
row and column, and all the other entries equal to zero. Thus the vector 
x=[x i ]  r ,where  x t= 1, i=  1 . . . . .  r, x~ = -1 ,  i = r + 1 . . . . .  2r ,  x~=0,  
i = 2 r + 1 . . . . .  n, is an eigenvector of L corresponding to p. Because B is a 
symmetric matrix with the same diagonal entries as L, the eigenvector x is 
also an eigenvector of B corresponding to p. • 
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EXAMPLE 5.9. Let G = Cs: 
Vl v 5 
\ .  
V7 V 2 
There are no 2-pendant structures or stars in C s, but there are vertices 
satisfying the conditions of Theorem 5.8. In fact 
r (v l )  n r(v2) = o ,  r(v3) n r (v , )  = o ,  
and 
F({Vl, v2}) = F({v3, v4}). 
So 2 is an eigenvalue of L(C s) and of B(C s) corresponding to [1, 1, -1 ,  
- 1, 0, 0, 0, 0] T. The vertices v 5, v 7 and v~, v s also satisfy Theorem 5.8. Thus 
[0,0,0, 0, 1 , -1 ,  1 , -1 ]  T is also an eigenvector of L(C s) and of B(C s) 
corresponding to 2. 
THEOREM 5.10: Let u and v be two adjacent vertices of G of degree p. If  
F(u) \ (v} = F(v)  \ {u}, then 
(i) p + 1 is an eigenvalue of L; 
(ii) p - 1 is an eigenvalue of B. 
Proof. (i): Ordering the vertices of G so that u and v come first, next 
the vertices of F(u)  \ {v}, and finally the remaining vertices of G, we have 
L = 
-1  P 
-1  p 
-1  -1  
. . 
-1  -1  
0 
-1  . . . .  1 
-1  . . . .  1 
0]  
o 
,j 
Thus [1, - 1, 0 . . . . .  0] T is an eigenveetor of L corresponding to p + 1. 
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(ii): Writing B with the same ordering of the vertices, it follows immedi- 
ately that [1, -1 ,  0 . . . . .  0] T is an eigenvector of B corresponding to p - 1. 
EXAMPLE 5.11. Let G be 
v 
"<.v4 
Since /91, v 2 and v 3, v 4 are vertices satisfying the conditions of Theorem 
5.8, 3 is an eigenvalue of L(G) of multiplicity 2, and 1 is an eigenvalue of B 
of multiplicity 2. 
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